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Security Level:? Internal
Hi Brian,

WCAP-1 601 1, "Startup Test Activity Reduction Program' was submitted for staff
review on March 31, 2003 via letter WOG-03-1 98.
Any word from the reviewers on status of the acceptance letter?
Can you guesstimate its issuance schedule?

Reason for this request is to allow planning for a kick-off meeting with the
staff reviewer(s).
We're under a tight schedule and want to help whereever possible to expedite...

Regards, Virgil
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Virgil,

I don't have a good answer for you, but:

Any word from the reviewers on status of the acceptance letter? I talked to the reviewers, and there
seems to be quite a bit of apprehension about doing what you are proposing. They are still discussing
what to do with this review.

Can you guesstimate its issuance schedule? No, not yet.

Reason for this request is to allow planning for a kick-off meeting with the
staff reviewer(s). I totally agree. I would like to get more word from the tech staff before I try and
schedule anything - to at least give you anr idea about what to focus on at a meeting. I don't see any
problem with starting some scheduling. Do you have a month/day in mind? I need roughly 2 weeks
heads up to notiice a meeting.

I'll need: a date, potetial reviews from both sides (if known), and an agenda with some detail. Right now I
have only the reactor systems branch involved.

Brian

CC: Brian Benney


